The Preservation Walk offers stones of three sizes and shapes for donors’ inscriptions:

**12” x 12” Diamonds**

Each diamond-shaped granite stone takes a prominent position on the center line of the walkway. Each stone allows for five lines of inscription of 15 characters per line. Diamond-shaped stones are the most prominent stones on the walkway and only 23 stones will be available for purchase.

**8” x 8” Border Pavers**

These larger stones are aligned along the edge of the walk, running from end to end, alternating with spacing stones to allow for clear and boldly visible identity of the contributor. Four lines of inscription are available with 15 characters per line.

**4” x 8” Pavers**

Pavers are the backbone of the entire walk, providing the primary surface of the pathway from end to end. Each Paver allows for three lines of inscription with 15 characters per line.

Take a role in supporting the continued preservation of the PBA’s headquarters and receive recognition for your commitment. Complete the Preservation Walk [stone selection form](#) and forward it to the PBA today.

PBA is a 501(c)(6) organization. Consult your tax advisor regarding your contribution being eligible as a tax deduction.
The Pennsylvania Bar Association invites you to be part of a very special project.

The PBA’s recently installed Preservation Walk provides a new means for members to participate in the future of the PBA and the preservation of its headquarters in Harrisburg. The Walk, leading to the entrance of the Maclay Mansion, the PBA’s central building on South Street, will be paved with stones recognizing contributors supporting the continued maintenance of the association’s historic buildings and grounds.

A Harrisburg landmark since 1791, the Maclay Mansion has been home to the PBA since 1950. As owner and resident of this historic property, the PBA is proud of its role of caretaker and wants to assure all PBA members that their headquarters will be preserved for generations to come.

The PBA invites you to secure that future and be recognized for your part in the preservation of a historic landmark and the home of the Pennsylvania Bar Association.

Contribute to the cause and have your name, your spouse’s name or the name of your law firm seen by every visitor who makes his or her way up Preservation Walk to the doors of the PBA’s headquarters. You also might find it to honor the memory of an associate or other lawyer you hold in high esteem.